Innovative Safety Solutions

BOLD STEP™
Anchor Nosings
& Treads
Advantages

BOLD STEP® Anchor Nosings and Treads
BOLD STEP® Anchor Systems can be used for
poured & precast concrete,
steel-pan cement filled stairs and terrazzo stairs.

To be installed in wet
concrete

Easy to maintain
Available in our
standard sizes of
3” w/ Bullnose Edge
& 4” w/ Straight Edge

Ideal for high traffic
areas
Available in Black,
Grey, Yellow, Brown,
Blue, GLOW, Red &
Dark Green
Visit
www.surefootcorp.com
for additional installation
instructions

Made in USA

BOLD STEP® is an aluminum extrusion inlayed with our proprietary mineral
abrasive anti-slip epoxy-filler offered in a variety of colors and sizes. Either used in
new construction or renovation projects, our nosings and treads deliver maximum
safety and durability while providing a look to compliment today’s building designs.

» Quality and Durability
Our stair tread nosing anchors can be used on new construction as well as existing buildings. The nosings are equally durable and effective on surfaces including
poured and precast concrete, steel-pan cement filled stairs and terrazzo stairs. We
use high-quality materials in our anchors, which consist of heavy-duty, heat-treated
aluminum extrusion with proprietary mineral abrasive anti-slip epoxy-filler laid into
the metal. Our products are built to last as long as the building does. This inlay is
created from a mixture of colorfast epoxy-filled abrasive mineral grits. These treads
are both chemical resistant and will resist damage from UV rays. The non-porous
surface allows for easy cleaning.

CONTACT US FOR A SAMPLE AT 800-522-6566
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BOLD STEP™
Anchor Nosings
& Treads
Advantages
Designed to last a
lifetime
Made from aluminum
that will not warp,
bend or rust

» 3 inch Anchor Tread w/ Bullnose Edge

Anchor Stair Nosing
Treads are a safety
measure on an
existing stairwell or
staircase

403AB1

Ideal for high traffic
areas
Made to customer
specifications

» 4 inch Anchor Tread w/ Straight Edge

404AF1

Surface can be swept
to remove any loose
dirt

For indoor and
outdoor applications
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Made in USA

AMERICAN MADE & AMERICAN OWNED SINCE 1979

